
Hair ornaments with Fleurogami flowers for the bride
Instructions No. 572
 Difficulty: Advanced
 Working time: 1 hour

This pretty arrangement is the perfect complement to the bridal bouquet of Fleurogami flowers. With the sturdy Hair clip one, it stays safely in place throughout
the ceremony.

Here's how it works  

Pick up Paper-Soft-Color with the nudge brush
from the sponge in the paint can and color the
Coloured paper in circling movements. Then ink
the silicone stamp with Paper-Soft-Color and
stamp the squiggles onto the inked sheets of
paper.

Cut the coloured Coloured paper into 12 squares
of 7 x 7 cm each. Fold the paper squares
diagonally, then the two corners towards the top.
Fold the two wings outwards to the edge, put both
wings up like a bag and then press flat. Fold the
tips of the wings downwards, fold the wings
inwards, so that a square is formed again. Glue
the right wing to the left wing, then join 6
elements with tape-Ribbon to form a flower.

Glue two Paper Flowers together, put a supporting
wire through the middle of each flower and glue
on an orange Pearl . Thread the silk cords onto
the rays of the bead star and cut off excess
material. At the end put on a glass wax bead and
bend an eyelet.

Loops from Organza ribbon and silk cords of
different length on the star and glue it on the Hair
clip . Leave two tapes hanging down.
Finally glue the two Fleurogami flowers and some
paper flowers on the Hair clip , fix two Paper
Flowers on the hanging ribbons.

Article number Article name Qty
706667-00 Coloured paperWhite 

(leider ausverkauft)
1

121095 MyPaperWorld Stippling brush, set of 4 1
646598-01 Glass wax beads, Ø 8mm, 25pcs, golden yellow (light orange)Light Orange 1
646598-80 Glass wax beads, Ø 8mm, 25pcs, golden yellow (light orange)Pearl White 1
644303-03 VBS Double page Adhesive tape3 mm 1
970020 VBS Side cutter 1

Article information:



970044 VBS Jewellery pliers 1
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